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Abstract The evolution of a particle under the action of a beam transport
system can be represented by a nonlinear symplectic map M. This map can
be factorized into a product of Lie transformations. The evaluation of any
given Lie transformation in general requires the summation of an infinite
number of terms. There are several ways of dealing with this difficulty: The
summation can be truncated, thus producing a map that is nonsymplectic,
but still useful for short term tracking. Alternatively, for long term tracking,
the Lie transformation can be replaced by some symplectic map that agrees
with it to some order and can also be evaluated exactly. This paper shows
how this may be done using solvable symplectic maps. A solvable map gives
rise to a power series that either terminates or can be summed explicitly.
This method appears to work quite well in the various examples that we
have considered.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, Lie algebraic techniques have been developed to track
particles through beam transport systemsl ,2. These techniques have been incor-
porated into the computer code MARYLIE3 . The basic idea is to represent each
beam-line element by a Lie algebraic map. Maps representing individual elements
can then be concatenated together to produce a single map representing the entire
system. When this map is used for long-term tracking, it is approximated by a
symplectic map obtained from a generating function. In this paper we describe
an alternate symplectic approximation using solvable maps.
BACKGROUND
Let z = (ql, q2, q3 ,PI , P2 , P3) denote the six dimensional phase space location of
a particle. Denoting the initial and final locations of the particle by zi and zf
respectively, the effect of a beam-line element on the trajectory of this particle can
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be described as follows:
(1)
Here M is a (possibly nonlinear) map that describes the action of the element in
question.
Provided synchrotron radiation effects are ignored, the trajectory of a particle
through an element is governed by Hamilton's equations of motion. Then it can
be shown that the Jacobian M of the map M representing the element must obey
the following symplectic condition:
MJM == J
where 1\1 is the transpose of M and J is an antisymmetric matrix defined as
(2)
(3)
Here I is the 3x3 identity matrix. Matrices M satisfying Eq. (2) are called sym-
plectic matrices and the corresponding (possibly nonlinear) maps M symplectic
maps.
It has been shown1 that M can be factorized as follows:
(4)
Here : 1m: is the Lie operator corresponding to the homogeneous polynomial 1m
of degree m and is defined by its action on an arbitrary function 9 (of phase space
variables) as given below:
(5)
where [fm,g] denotes the Poisson bracket of the functions 1m and g. The expo-
nential of a Lie operator is called a Lie transformation and is given as
where
e: fm : == 1+ :Im: + :lm:2 /2! + ....
:1m :'2 9 == [1m, [1m, g]] etc.
(6)
(7)
By working through the definition of a Poisson bracket, it can be easily verified
that the homogeneous polynomial defined by :1m :r Z has the degree
deg(: fm: r z) == rem - 2) + 1. (8)
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Each one of the Lie trd.nsformations in Eq. (4) can be shown to be a sym-
plectic map, and hence the factorization can be stopped at any order without
losing symplecticity. Even though the Lie algebraic representation is inherently
symplectic in this sense, problems arise when one attempts to use this representa-
tion for tracking. For this, we need to evaluate Eq. (1) explicitly, i.e. we need to
know the action of each one of the exponential factors on phase space coordinates.
Using Eqs. (6) and (8), it is seen that the factor exp(: 11 :) produces a phase
space translation, and the factor exp(: 12 :) produces a linear transformation as
illustrated below:
exp(: 11 :) Za == Za + ka a == 1, 6
6




where the ka's are constants and R is a matrix. Thus we have reduced the eval-
uation of an infinite number of terms in the Taylor series expansion of these two
factors to that of a finite number of terms. Hence they can be easily handled by
a computer.
However, this is not possible for the remaining higher order Lie transfor-
mations in Eq. (4) which represent the nonlinear content of M. For short term
tracking we can truncate the Taylor series expansions of these Lie transformations.
This is certainly justifiable from the viewpoint of general perturbation theory since
successive terms in this Taylor series expansion give higher and higher order terms.
If we restrict ourselves to a small neighborhood around the design orbit, these
higher order terms will be small and hence can be neglected. For example, we can
neglect all terms that produce contributions of order higher than three to give:
exp(:13:) exp(:14:) == (1+ :13: + :13:2 /2+··· )(1+ :14: + ... )
~1+:13:+:13:2/2+:14:. (11)
However, this truncated Taylor series method violates the symplectic condition.
This non-symplecticity can lead to spurious damping or growth in long term track-
ing.
Alternatively, these Lie transformations can always be evaluated to machine
precision using numerical integration. However, this is very time consuming. It is
therefore important to approximate higher order Lie transformations by symplectic
maps that can be both evaluated exactly and quickly.
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SYMPLECTIFICATION USING SOLVABLE MAPS
Before describing the solvable map method, we briefly describe the generating
function method currently used by MARYLIE for symplectic tracking4 • The basic
idea behind this method is as follows. Consider a generating function F2 of the
second kind:
(12)
where the superscripts denote initial and final coordinates. Then one chooses the
polynomial P such that the following transformations
pi == 8F/8qi == pf +8Pj8qi,





agree with those given by exp(: f3 :) exp(: f4 :) ... exp(: fN :) through terms of
degree (N - 1). Since generating functions always produce symplectic maps, one
has produced a symplectic approximation.
One drawback of this method is that it involves solving implicit equations (cf.
Eq. (13)). Even though this can be overcome in practice by employing Newton's
method, it is nevertheless a retreat from the basic philosophy of Lie algebraic
perturbation theory which ainls to give final coordinates explicitly in terms of
initial coordinates. Moreover, in certain examples, this method has been found to
either underestimate or overestimate stability boundaries.
We now outline an alternative technique of symplectification using so-called
"solvable maps". Solvable maps are generalizations of kick maps. The class of kick
maps includes only those symplectic maps for which the Taylor series expansion in
Eq. (6) terminates when acting on phase space coordinates2 ,s. The class of solvable
maps also includes those symplectic maps for which the Taylor series expansion
can be summed explicitly. The Lie transformation exp(: aql+2 +bq'+1 p :) is a simple
example of a solvable map that is not a kick. One finds that
q' == exp(: aql+2 +bq'+1 p :) q == q 1 for 1 2: 1,[1 + lbql] T
, _ (0 '+2 b '+1 .) _ E - a(q')'+2
p - exp .aq + q p. p - b(ql)l+l '
where
(15)
The basic idea behind the solvable map method is to represent each nonlinear
factor exp(: f n :) in M as a product of solvable maps6:
exp(:fn:) == exp(:gl:) exp(:g2:) ... exp(:gm:) for n 2: 3. (16)
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This can be represented in terms of solvable maps as given below:
M == exp(: b1q3 + b2q2p :) exp(: b3qp2 + b4p3 :)x
exp(: bsq4 + b6q3p :) exp(: b7q2p2:) exp(: bSqp3 + bgp4:) (19)
where
bi == ai for i == 1, 5 and i == 9,
b6 == a6 - 3al a3 ,
b7 == a7 - 9ala4/2 - 3a2a3/2,





In all the examples studied so far, tracking results obtained using solvable
map approximations agree quite well with nunlerical integration results. For exam-
ple,the location of stability boundary points obtained using solvable maps agrees
to within 15% with points obtained using numerical integration. The degree of
agreement quite often is much better. Therefore, this method holds promise as a
tracking tool to investigate the dynamic aperture of a beam transport system.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have proposed a new representation of nonlinear symplectic maps
using solvable maps. Good agreement with exact numerical integration has been
found in tracking studies for the various examples considered. Therefore, this
method promises to be a good compromise combining both speed and accuracy
for long term numerical tracking.
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